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Application of DMR-043 on two TRIGA research reactors is described.
Theoretical model for flux redistribution corrections is presented and
validated.
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1 Scope and Design Objective

Reload startup physics tests are performed for pressurized water reactors following a refuelling or
other significant core alteration for which nuclear design calculations are required.

The purpose of the tests is to insure that the core can be operated as designed by verifying that the
operating characteristics of the core are consistent with the design predictions. To this end, predictions
of certain reactor parameters for the new core are generated, measurements of these same parameters
are made, and then the two are compared. If the measurements agree with the predictions within
specified tolerances, then it can be assumed that the reactor can be operated as designed insofar as
the physics of the core is as expected.

ANS - 19.6.1 Working Group prepared in 1984 a draft standard "Reload Startup Physics Tests
for Pressurized Water Reactors". Quoting from this draft the minimum required test program is as
follows (Table I, page 5.2, Draft # 9, December 1984):

(quote standard)

Test
1. Critical Boron

Concentration -
Control Rods Withdrawn

2. Critical Boron
Concentration - Control
Rods Inserted

Core Conditions
Hot Zero Power

Hot Zero Power

3. Control Rod Group Worths Hot Zero Power

4. Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient

5. Flux Symmetry

6. Power Distribution -
Intermediate Power

7. Power Distribution -
Pull Power

8. Critical Boron
Concentration - Pull
Power

Hot Zero Power

Between 0 and 30
Percent of Pull Power
Between 40 and 75
Percent of Pull Power
Greater than 90 Percent
or Full Power
Greater than 90 Percent
of Full Power

Special Requirements

A control rod
group or groups worth
at least one (1) percent
reactivity shall be
fully in the core.
Two or more control
rod groups shall
be measured which
are well distributed
radially and repre-
sent a predicted
total worth of at
least three (3) per-
cent.

(end quotation)

Table I: Minimum required startup physics test program as per ANS 19.6.1 draft standard # 9.

The purpose of the document before you is to introduce, explain and document a new experimental
method for item 3 from Table 1, namely control rod group worths measurements. Clear superiority
of this new - "Rod Insertion" (or "Cluster Insertion"), as we propose to call it - method will be
demonstrated throughout this document. Clear advantages will be listed in Section 3.



2 Review of Known Methods for Control Rod Group Worths
Measurement

Draft standard ANS 19.6.1 (Draft # 9) states the following requirements and methods for the control
rod group worths measurement:

(quote standard)

6.4 Control Rod Group Worth

6.4.1 Test Objective

To measure the worth of selected control rod groups. These groups shall be selected such
that:

(1) they are well distributed radially,

(2) they represent a predicted total worth of at least three percent, and

(3) two or more control rod groups are included.

6.4.2 Purpose

To determine if the worth of selected control rod groups is consistent with predictions.

6.4.3 Initial Conditions

The reactor core shall be at hot zero power.

6.4.4 Test Method Alternatives

6.4.4.1 Boron Exchange Method

Begin changing the primary coolant boron concentration in a continuous manner. Move one
of the control rod groups to be tested over the entire range of its travel in response to the
change in reactivity caused by the changing boron concentration. Measure the reactivity
resulting from each incremental rod group movement using a reactivity computer.

Sum the incremental changes in reactivity over the total travel of the rod group. Correct
for any changes in reactor conditions which occurred during the test. Repeat this sequence
for each control rod group to be tested.

6.4.4.2 Rod Swap Method

Measure the worth of a predetermined reference control rod group using Boron Exchange
(6.4.4.1) and obtain the integral control rod group worth curve over the full length of
its travel. With the reference control rod group near full insertion, record the reference
control rod group position. Withdraw the reference control rod group while inserting a
test control rod group. Establish a critical condition with the test control rod group fully
inserted and record the position of the reference control rod group. Determine the worth
of the test control rod group. Account for the difference between the actual and desired
position of the reference control rod group, as appropriate. Correct for any changes in
reactor conditions which occurred during the test. Repeat this sequence for each control
rod group to be tested.

6.4.4.3 Boron Endpoint Method

Record the appropriate reactor conditions, including the boron concentration, with one of
the selected control rod groups near one end of its travel. Move this control rod group to
the other end of its travel. Maintain criticality by changing the boron concentration to



compensate for the control rod group movement or re-establish criticality after the control
rod group movement. Record appropriate reactor conditions with the control rod group
at its final position. Repeat this sequence for each control rod group to be tested.

For each control rod group, calculate the difference between the initial and final measured
boron concentration. Correct for the difference between the actual and desired rod group
travel. Correct for any changes in reactor conditions which occurred during the test.

6.4.5 Evaluation

Determine if the difference between the measured worth of each selected control rod group
and the predicted value is within the test criterion. Determine if the difference bet-v»en
the sum of the measured worths and the predicted value is within the test criterion.

(end quotation)

Brief analysis of the proposed three methods will show the following advantages and disadvantages:

1) Boron endpoint method gives only measured critical boron concentrations at predetermined
control rod group positions. These values are then compared to core design data. No special
measuring equipment is needed, method is relatively fast but produces substantial quantities of
waste coolant.

2) Boron exchange method gives differential and integral control rod group worths. An analog
or digital device (reactivity meter) is needed to perform the test (see Section 4 for detailed
explanation). Method is time consuming, produces substantial quantities of waste coolant and
requires some hand calculations on measured data. The measurement is absolute but gives the
value of one control rod group worth in the presence at another (except for the first control rod
group to be measured). This method is usually applied to measure the worth of the reference
control rod group when rod swap method is used.

3) Rod swap method is compromise between the first two methods: reference control rod group
worth is measured absolutely using boron exchange method. For other control rod groups only
their critical positions during swap are recorded l . The method is a compromise regarding
waste coolant production and test time shortening on expense to less absolute measurement:
only reference (strongest) control rod group is measured absolutely.

3 Basic Idea of New Method

The goal that we intended and managed to achieve was the following:

• investigate possibility of introducing new absolute method;

• minimize testing time (low power physics tests are on critical path);

• minimize waste coolant production.

We will reference this new method to boron exchange method and make a point-by point inter-
comparison.

a) Both methods are absolute, both methods require the use of a reactivity meter, which has to
be a digital device in case of "Rod Insertion* method. Input signal is in both cases taken from
standard neutron monitoring equipment adjacent to the reactor (power range, intermediate
range or, in some cases, even source range neutron detectors can be used). It is essential that
the position of detector provides adequate phase space averaging of the neutron flux in order to
justify the use of "point kinetics" equation. See Section 4 for detailed explanation.

Framatome uses slightly modified swap procedure which, besides giving critical control rod group positions, also
gives critical boron concentrations.



b) Boron exchange method: reactor is kept critical close to "All Rods Out ' control rod groups
configuration and is below the level of nuclear heating so that the neutron signal is well above
the background level ("source term" is usually neglected, see Section 4 for detailed explanation).
Slow dilution is then started - up to ~ 10 pcm min"1 in terms of reactivity is regarded as proper
rate. When up to some 20 pcm reactivity addition is achieved, the control rod group being
measured is repositioned. Reactivity jump due to repositioning is recorded. This process is
repeated for entire travel length of the control rod group whose worth is being measured. The
measurement is differential, integral worth is obtained by summing up the contributions for
entire travel length. This process is then repeated for other control rod groups until ANS 19.6.1
criterion ^Z P — 0-03-^p is reached. Let us note again that all but the first control rod group
worths are measured in presence of other control rod groups fully inserted into the core.

c) Rod Insertion Method
Reactor is kept critical, again below the level of nuclear heating, control rod groups configuration
is again almost "All Rods Out". Selector switch for control rod drive mechanism should be in
such position that only the selected control rod group can be repositioned. Selected control rod
group is then continuously inserted into the core for full travel length. Insertion speed is either
normal control rod speed or can be, if hardware permits, increased 2 . During control rod group
travel the raw neutron signal Tm{t) is being scanned (at appx. 0.3 sec time intervals) and stored
to mass storage for subsequent off-line evaluation.

It is immediately perceived that this method differs drastically from the previously described in two
points:

- absence of any chemical control of reactivity,

- measurement during the transition from criticality to deep (~ 1 % ^ ) subcriticality. In Section 5
it will be shown that the method works satisfactory in reverse order also (subcriticality to
criticality).

Stored data are than analysed off-line in three steps at maximum using two alternatives. The
first, recursive approach, is explained here, it has always given appropriate result for insertion.
The second approach, which has been expanded to work for cluster withdrawal also, is elaborated
in Subsection 4.2.

1) For clarity we shall speak in terms of control rod group length I rather than time since
during rod travel the speed is constant and control rod position is linearly proportional to
time.

At the beginning (t = to) the control rod group X being measured is fully withdrawn
(I = 0), at the end [t = tx) it reaches the bottom of the core, (I = L), so

T m ( t ) — T m ( 0 as to<t<tx-^Q<l<L. (1)

" Raw" integral reactivity trace is defined by:

J(l) = f h(l,...) dh. (2)
Jo

It is obtained from the "raw* measured reactivity h(l) which is calculated using the equa-
tions from Section 4. Appropriate Fourrier smoothing may be applied on J(l) in order to
eliminate neutron noise and noise due to electronics.

2) Background must now be eliminated: since the measured signal Tm(l) now drops for several
orders in magnitude during the control rod group insertion, the background can no longer

a*Rod drop" method is not feasible (or even permissible) on power reactor due to safety requirements since certain
reactor trip signals would have to be bypassed during testing.



be ignored. It can (and does) obliterate the neutron signal Tre(2). For the time of the
measurement (3-4 minutes typically) the background 7), is regarded as constant so:

Tm(l)=TB(I)+Tb. (3)

Background TJ, has to be determined. It turns out that the background can be evaluated
accurately from the data collected during the measurement itself. Two approaches are
explained below:

In the first approach, imagine a semi-infinite homogenous control rod travelling from (I = 0)
through the core at constant speed. When the control rod tip passes the point at the bot-
tom of the core (I — L), and travels further, no more reactivity is inserted into the core, so
simply, in all cases:

— / h{l',Tb,...)dh = 0 f o r a l l 1>L
ot Jo

(4)

Choosing TJ, which allows the condition (4) to be satisfied, the measured reactivity h(l, T-o,...)
is the true reactivity p(l).
Procedure is straightforward: source term Tj, is ignored at the beginning and then recur-
sively determined using the criterion (4). All equations and algorithms will be extensively
explained in Section 4.

In the second approach the estimated reactivity is analysed directly. A value for the back-
ground is selected such that the calculated reactivity is constant after the insertion. This
can be done conveniently by a least squares procedure, explained in Section 4.

3) Last correction that has to be applied is the flux redistribution correction due to control
rod group insertion. It was observed that, albeit low but systematic discrepancy exists
between project and by "Rod Insertion" measured integral values in cases when it is not
possible to meet the criterion from (1) in Section 6.4.1 of the standard quoted on page 3. A
simplified but successful! approximation to compensate for this effect was elaborated. This
procedure does not require any additional calculations beyond standard core design and is
extensively explained in Section 4.

To summarize: this method has been tested extensively on TRIG A research reactor and on two
PWR plants (KW Obrigheim in 1987, NE KrSko in 1986, 1987 and 1988) and was used, following
Slovenian regulatory approval, as the main measuring method during 1989 KrSko NPP startup.

Table II. presents some NPP KrSko 1989 startup data and clearly states the method's advantages
to boron exchange method as well as to rod swap method regarding both time and waste coolant
production.

method

boron
exchange
rod
swap
rod
insert

time required
(hours)

48

12

1(2)

total change in boron
concentration (ppm)

490

166

0 (166)

waste
water (m3)

45

16

0(16)

waste
boron [m3)

9

4.5

0 (4.5)

Table II: Intercomparison of merits for various testing methods. Values are approxi-
mate and reflect the state for KrSko NPP 1989 startup. If boron endpouit
at > O.Ol^p inserted is measured, values in parentheses apply for the "Rod
Insertion" method.



4 Theoretical Basis

4.1 Point Kinetics Equations and Recursion Formula for Real-Time and
Off-Line Reactivity Calculation

BYom the time dependent neutron diffusion equation (or, by perturbation theory approach directly
from transport equation), which is extensively documented in [1,2|, the point kinetics equations are
obtained:

(5)
dt A

where the quantities are as follows:

T(t) - neutron flux;
p(t) - reactivity ;

P - average total delayed neutron fraction (/9 = ^Z»=i ft)>
A - average prompt neutron lifetime;
A d t t f ith f dlA, -decay constant of tt/l group of delayed neutrons;
pi - average delayed neutron fraction of Ith group of delayed neutrons;
Ci - average delayed neutron precursor concentration of the Xth group;
Q(t) - average neutron source ("source term").

Analytical integrals exist for Equation (6). Assuming that until time (t = 0) the reactor has
operated at steady power the delayed neutron precursor concentrations are given by:

ft - A t I f* > A t ' / -
A [Jo

^ j ( i = 1,2, . . - / ) (7)

Integrate by parts, substitute into Equation (6), rearrange and note that £V 0t = p. The initial
precursor concentrations drop out of the equation. The result is the following:

(jj If I £1 E I \ ^ Hi \ i' / Ui \ i'

dt A . = i A Jo df

Rearranging Equation (8) to express reactivity in terms of the flux signal we obtain:

— eAv''dt' — A (9)
it' T{t) K '

The above equation forms the theoretical basis for the design of the digital reactivity meter. Note
that on the right-handside the average neutron flux T and its derivative appear as a ratio, except in
the neutron source contribution. The neutron signal Tn is linearly proportional to the neutron flux:

Tn(t) = KT(t). (10)

For this reason we do not need to know the neutron flux in absolute terms (Tn can be substituted
into Equation (9) instead), provided we also use an effective neutron source term defined by

T, = K Q (11)

in cases where the neutron source is non-negligible.
We now desire to calculate reactivity from a sequence of flux readings Tk at time steps tfc. We

seek a recurrence relation to solve Equation (9), which can be rewritten to the form:



Pk = A ^ +J^ftiZi,* - A ^ (12)

^ / * 'te^dt (13)

where T' denotes the time derivative of T and the index k on pk, Tk,T'k,Qk, Ri,k imphes the instan-
taneous values of the same quantities at time step tk- It can easily be shown that at the next time
step tfc+i the integral Riik+i can be expressed in terms of the value at the previous time step:

A &,* + /i.jb+1 (14)

)e^dt (is)

where Atk+i is the time increment over the last time step.
Express the logarithm of the flux in polynomial series. This can be done without loss of generality

for all non-negative functions:

\nT{t) = P(t) (16)

The expressions for Riik+\ and /^jt+i become:

/(.*+! = e-ri*^-^"** fk+l p'(t)ep^+^ dt (is)

Truncate the polynomial series expansion after the linear term (this is equivalent to assuming that
the flux dependence is purely exponential):

P(t) « po + p • t (19)

Substitution into Equations (17) and (18) produces the following simple expressions:

Pk+1 = Ap+£)ft*.\*+i - A - ^ - (20)

(21)

kk+i J { l e } (22)
P ~r *i

The above epression for /,-,jt+i may cause numerical difficulties in cases when (p + A; -»0). Under
such circumstances the series expansion can be used:

lim Ii,k+l = p A t | l _ £ ± ^ i A t f c + 1 + 1 (23)
A;)—o [2 J

The above formulation diflFers from the one used previously [2] where the flux was expanded as a
second order polynomial. The advantages of the proposed approach are:

• exclusive dependence on a single parameter (i.e. the exponential coefficient of the flux p),

• simple final equations,

• the expression is exact in the asymptotic region.



The procedure to determine p implies three levels of "raw" signal smoothing. Primary smoothing
is performed within the current amplifier which is used to read the current across the ionisation cells.
More detailed explanation about hardware is given in Section 6.

Secondary smoothing is already performed numerically: let us assume that the reactivity is calcu-
lated at equidistant time intervals p(tfc), p(tfc+i), p(tfc+2)- While M flux samples at equidistant time
intervals dt • M — tjt+i — t^ in time interval [t/t+i > ifc-t-21 are being taken and stored into the buffer,
smoothing is being performed on M flux samples from the time interval [tfc,tjt+1] using the following
linear least squares technique defining the slope B and intercept A:

(24)

= s s -ss ( )

where tuy are the weights and the sums Si are derived as follows:

xx
3

Sx =
i

Sxx =

Sxy =

The weights toy in this case are all equal to 1. The readings (yy = Tm(y\) are assumed to be taken
at equal time intervals dt. Consider that M readings (M > 2) were taken. The origin of the local
time scale is dt(l — 1/M) [s] before the last reading.

This implies that:

/ 1 \

(27)

This ensures a simple average when M = 2 and produces a minimum time delay when a large
number of readings is taken.

The averaged value is the intercept with the ordinate (Tm = A). This is the best estimate of the
true measured signal at time step £*. On this value the corrections for background and redistribution
are performed according to the methods described in the next section, to obtain an approximation for
core average neutron flux Tk.

Tertiary smoothing is related to the algorithm for estimating the coefficient p of the assumed
exponential flux variation. Linear least squares method defined by equations (21) and (22) is used.
The fitted parameter is the logarithm of the flux. The local time variable must be stated explicitly
since we can no longer assume constant time increments. The origin of the local time scale is at the
centre of the last time interval The weights are inversely proportional to the absolute time difference
so that the last two points have equal weights while the weights of the older points are progressively
decreasing.

yy = ln(Tfc+2_y)f ( / = 1, 2, ..JV) (28)

10



l y = - (29)

With the above definitions the required parameter (p = B) and hence the reactivity can readily
be computed. The intercept (or the average flux value) is not required for reactivity calculation.

Algorithm explained above performs very well for both standard (boron exchange) and new " Rod
Insertion" measuring method.

4.2 Background Correction

Let us test the proposed method on 1989 KrSko NPP post-refuelling startup data that were collected
during control rod group "C" insertion. Figure 1 shows the "raw" neutron signal during insertion.

4.2.1 Background Dete rmina t ion - Alternat ive A

Using the algorithm based on equations from Subsection 4.1 we compute the integral and differential
reactivity curves for this control rod assembly. The results are depicted on Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

We immediately perceive that the "useful" signal is drowned into the background when the control
rod tip is nearing the end of its travel and that there is excessive neutron and electronics noise present,
thus making any interpretation of the differential curve meaningless.

For this purpose we decided to additionally smooth the integral reactivity trace. We do not intend
to go into detail since we used one of the available FFT algorithms. We applied mild (i.e. long
range) parabolic filter in frequency space. The improvement is clearly visible on Figures 4 and 5.
Note the depressions on the differential curve (Figure 5) which are caused by the fuel spacer grids for
Westinghouse fuel used in 1989 refuelling.

Figure 6 shows the recursive removal of the background. At some value for the source term (4.05 nA
current across the ion cells in this case), the criterion from the Equation (4) is met and final (but still
unconnected for radial redistribution, which will be presented later) integral control rod worth of 863
pem is obtained. Figures 7 and 8 depict final integral and differential values.

If we compare the measured value 863 pem to NPP KrSko Cycle 9 Core Design [8] value of 842 pem
we can only conclude that the proposed alternate method gives excellent results. Further discussion
of the results obtained with this method is given in Section 5.

4.2.2 Background de te rmina t ion - Alternat ive B

Reactivity is calculated from the core-average neutron flux signal according to Equation (8). Using the
measured neutron signal Tn to represent the neutron flux and multiplying both sides of the equation
by Tn(t) we get:

P(t)Tn(t) = A ^ + X > e - * " jf * ^ f e*"' at' - AT, (31)

Suppose we feed into the equation the signal poisoned by some background Ti>. Using the same
arguments which led to the definitions given by Equations (10) and (11), the response h(t) to the
signal Tm poisoned by background T\, is given by:

= A^f + £ A-e-*" f* ̂ e ^ ' df -h(t)TB(t) = A ^ + y f t e - * " ^ e A ' - * d f -AT, (32)

Since T(> is assumed constant, the derivatives of Tn and Tm are the same

11



hence the right-handside of equations (31) and (32) are the same. Prom this it follows that:

h(t)Tm(t) = P(t)Tn(t) = P(t)\Tm(t)-Tb) {U)

Keeping the reactor configuration and the temperature constant, the reactivity is also constant
\p(t) = H\. Therefore:

H Tm(t) V '

At low flux levels when the signal is close to the background and the reactor configuration and
temperature are constant, Equation (34) is valid. Prom a sequence of measurements Tm(tfc) at time
steps tk, the true reactivity H and the background T(, can be determined by the least squares technicue.
The validity of Equation (35) is assumed. For the purpose of applying the least squares technique the.
equation can be cast in various forms. For numerical stability considerations the following form ha?
been selected:

Tm(t) = Tb + ±h(t)Tm(t) (36)

yk = Tm{tk) A = Tb (37)

xfc = h(tk)Tm(tk) B = - | (38)

The least squares technique denned by Equations (24 — 26) with weights equal to 1 is applied in
the usual manner over an arbitrary number of points. The procedure is quite stable for reactivity
determination but to determine the background with any degree of certainty it is essential that the
flux signal is close to the background signal. For this reason it is desirable to estimate the background
while a significant negative reactivity is inserted and the neutron flux signal is decreasing into the
background.

Applicability of the system is therefore limited to the cases which are summarized below:

• reactivity must not be close to zero, otherwise small variations in the argument produce large
variations in the function, defined by Equation 38,

• real variations in reactivity must be small compared to the measured reactivity (i.e. precautions
must be taken to insure that boron concentration is constant, temperature is stable etc.),

• the neutron flux signal must be close to the magnitude of the background signal otherwise the
sensitivity of the system is inadequate for accurate determination of the background.

The conditions stated above are precisely those which are encountered during the control rod group
worth measurements by the "Rod Insertion" method. A practical example of the background deter-
mination using DMR034 software (see Section 6) during the Rod-Insertion measurement of the control
rod group "C" at KrSko NPP cycle-8 startup tests is shown in Figure 9. The temperature, neutron
flux signal (i.e. ionization cell current), and reactivity are displayed as a function of time. The upper
and the lower scale limits of the diagram are displayed below the figure (marked high and low, re-
spectively). The measured flux signal and uncorrected reactivity are denoted Fix and Rho. The fitted
background and reactivity are displayed after the heading G / R, respectively.

The accuracy and the reliability of the procedure for the background determination is illustrated
on the same data, but specifying the background signal explicitly. Instead of the estimated background
of 4.21nA ( see Figure 9) a slightly higher value of 4.23nA was used. The portion of the reactivity
trace after the control rod group "C* was fully inserted was analysed using DMR043 software. A linear
least squares fit was applied. It is evident from Figure 10 that an overestimate on 0.02nA in the
background results in a 6pcm overestimate of the control rod group *C° reactivity worth, but with
a reactivity drift of — llpcm/man (see bottom line on the figure). Such a drift is easily distinguished
from the temperature effects (which can also be accounted for explicitly).

The control rod group worth measured by the Rod-Insertion method is highly sensitive to the
magnitude of the background signal, but the above example shows that a very sensitive and reliable
technique for not only recursive but also direct background determination is available.
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4.3 Flux redistribution compensation

The neutron flux redistribution during the reactivity measurements affects the results throu"h the
effective changes in the delayed neutron data and through the ratio of the measured and the true core
average neutron flux, which is defined as the flux redistribution factor.

4.3.1 Effects of the delayed neutron data

By definition the delayed neutron data are dependent on the neutron flux distribution, which may
change during the measurements, particularly when control rods are inserted into the reactor core.
For simplicity, the average delayed neutron data are derived assuming some average and invariant
neutron flux distribution. By inspecting the relative changes in the delayed neutron data between
different core loading cycles [3,4,6,7] we can expect the flux redistribution effects to cause not more
than a few percent differences (in the worst case) in the measured reactivity.

4.3.2 Neutron flux redistribution factor

The total neutron population change in the reactor core, represented by the amplitude function T(t)
is an integral quantity which can not be measured directly. The value Tn measured at location rd is
related to the amplitude function by the following:

Tn it) = K T(t) I dE wd(E)S(fd, E, t) (39)

where if is a proportionality constant and wd is the neutron detector sensitivity function. Assuming
that the neutron spectrum in the vicinity of the detector does not change with time, we readily obtain
that the measured signal is proportional to the amplitude function and the shape function r-.iue at
the detector location rd '•

Tn(t)ocT(t)S{rd,t) (40)

Neutron detectors used for reactivity measurements usually lie inside the concrete shield, therefore
they can only be reached by the fast neutrons which leak out of the core and become thermalized in
the vicinity of the detector. Thus the assumption about the constant neutron spectrum is justifiable
and hence we can write:

T{t) = CnTn(t)fr(t) (41)

hit) = | (42)

where So = S(rd, to) and St = S(fd, t). Note that fd lies outside the reactor core. The parameter Cn

is the proportionality constant and fr is the flux redistribution factor. It is given by the ratic of the
reference flux distribution at time to a nd the current flux distribution.

If the neutron flux distribution was truly invariant, the flux redistribution factor would be a
constant. Unfortunately this is not always a good approximation. Axial variations can be accounted
for by the use of neutron detectors that consist of large ionisation cells which span the full height
of the reactor core. To account for the radial redistribution effects, we need to estimate / r(t) which
requires:

• full 2D kinetic model of neutron transport (the diffusion approximation would be adequate for
the purpose, because we are only interested in the relative changes of the flux distribution),

• detailed 2D transport calculation to determine the transfer function between the neutrons in
the core and those which actually reach the detector (the diffusion approximation is inadequate
outside the core).

Such calculations would be rather expensive to perform so we introduce the following assumptions:

• the neutron flux distribution is approximated by the solution of the steady state diffusion equa-
tion for the same geometrical configuration (this is not strictly true because the delayed and the
prompt neutrons are not in equilibrium),

13



• the flux redistribution factor is proportional to the relative changes in the average fission density
in the fuel assemblies on the periphery of the reactor core. Effectively this means that the neutron
detector only registers the fission neutrons, born in the peripheral fuel assemblies, which become
thermalized in the vicinity of the detector.

The average fission density Ft for geometrical configuration at time t is expressed as the weighted
average of the fission densities Fa^(t) in fuel assemblies (t), using weights u»;

, , = S^L. (43)

The weights are defined as the probability that a neutron born in an assembly (x) is detected. There-
fore, the flux redistribution factor can be written as

fAt) = ^ y (44)

Assume the reference average fission source distribution in the peripheral elements at ARO to be
Fo and at the measured control rod "X" inserted to be Fx. Assuming flux spatial separability, the
axially integrated flux signal is:

_ f , />,«•) a'+ M,L *.«')*

where $z is the average axial flux distribution, I is the length at time t of the control rod group
withdrawn (total length is L). Let

u(0 = I *,(!') dl (46)
U = u(L) (47)

hence

The expression for the flux redistribution correction factor is easily derived:

U

The function u(l) could be calculated but as a first approximation assume that u(/) is proportional to
the integral reactivity worth p(l) of the measured control rod group (which is readily available from
the previous time step in the computation cycle). A very simple expression is obtained:

h (50»

where Wx is the total integral worth of the measured control rod group "X". The negative sign before
GT occurs since the actual reactivity p is negative while the control rod group reactivity worth Wx

is positive by definition. Note that with the control rod group fully inserted, p(L) = —Wx and the
radial redistribution factor reduces to fr = FQ/FX. In the actual analysis the predicted control group
worth may be taken as the initial guess for Wx and iterations performed as necessary.

The advantage of the above procedure for the estimation of the radial redistribution correction
factor is that it does not require the control rod group position. The control rod group position signal
could be brought into the algorithm and an analytical form of u(i) prescribed but in view of the

14



uncertainties in the analytical predictions of u(l) and relative insensitivity to the exact shape, little
gain would be expected from the additional effort.

Radial redistribution correction factor of the form described above is valid when no other forms
of reactivity compensation are applied. It would offer no improvement during the control rod group
measurements by the dilution method while it is justified during the " Rod Insertion" measurement.

4.3.3 Applicat ion of the flux redis tr ibut ion factor

Relative changes in the neutron flux signal with individual control rod groups inserted for t ie KrSko
NPP were calculated. They are given in Table III.

Aver.
Fx/F0

Fo
0.6489

FA

0.5683
0.8758

FB
0.7655
1.1796

Fc
0.6314
0.9730

FD
0.6802
1.0482

Table III: Relative changes in the neutron flux signal for the rodded and unrodded
core of the Krfko NPP

Control rod group worth analysis with background and flux redistribution corrections applied is
shown in Figure 11. The estimated background and reactivity worth are given on the bottom of the
diagram (denoted G and R, respectively). Comparison with the results in Figure 9 shows that the
application of the redistribution correction factor affects the estimated reactivity worth but not the
background. Also, the correction to the reactivity worth is relatively small, therefore the error in the
radial redistribution factor has a small effect on the overall control rod group worth estimate.

4.4 Neutron source treatment

During the KrSko NPP Cycle-8 startup the data collected during approach to criticality were inade-
quate to determine the neutron source accurately. It is estimated to be less than 30rij4s~l.

It can be shown that the error incurred by neglecting the neutron source has the same time
dependence as the error due to the background at constant reactivity. It is large when the neutron
signal is small, but unlike the error due to the background, it is independent of reactivity and remains
finite when reactivity goes to zero. During the "Rod Insertion" measurement its effect can therefore be
compensated automatically by the procedure for background determination. However, on subsequent
rod withdrawal when original (critical) configuration is regained (after about 7 minutes during which,
the reactor is deeply subcritical) a slight overshoot in reactivity (10 — 15 pcm) is observed. This can
be removed entirely by specifying a neutron source term (Tq = 10 nAa~l) as illustrated in Figure 12,
which shows the reactivity trace at the moment when criticality is regained.

5 Method capability verification

The capability and the resolution power of the method is best illustrated on the following example
which is an extension of the "Rod Insertion" measurement:

1. starting from a critical configuration, the measured bank is continually inserted into the core at
a constant speed. The flux trace is recorded, marking the beginning and the end of control rod
group travel,

2. neutron flux trace is sampled further to enable a reliable estimate of the background in the flux
trace analysis by the "Rod Insertion" method (alternative "B", Section 4 (4.2.2)),

3. the control rod group is then continuously withdrawn from the core at a constant speed, to restore
the original (critical) configuration. The flux trace is recorded, again marking the beginning and
the end of control rod group travel.
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4. the neutron flux trace is analysed by the usual procedure during rod insertion as well as during
rod withdrawal. The calculated reactivity is smoothed by the Fourier transform method and
differential curve calculated. The two control rod group "C" differential reactivity worth curves
obtained during rod insertion and rod withdrawal axe compared in Figure 14.

The above experiment proves that meaningful reactivity estimates are possible even several minutes
after the reactor has been deeply subcritical, in spite of the fact that the true neutron signal represents
only a small fraction of the total measured signal which is swamped by the background.

A further confirmation of the validity of the new method is provided in Table IV where the
predicted and measured worths are given for all control rod groups measured during Cycle-8 startup
of the KrSko NPP. Alternative °B" was used for intercomparison.

Control
rods

A
B
C
D

Sum

wP
[pem]
1178
743
842
884

3647

wM
[pern]
1196

-

[pem
1355
613
860
833

3661

WK

[pcm\
1211
684
842
864

3601

Gx

-1.02 x 1CT4

+2.63 x 10~4

-3.20 x 10~5

+5.60 x 10~5

-

Table IV: Control rod group worth estimates: predicted Wp, measured by the
boron exchange method WM, measured by uncorrected "Rod Insertion"
technique Wj, measured by corrected "Rod Insertion" technique WR,
using Gx to determine the flux redistribution factor.

6 Hardware and software requirements

The hardware consists of highly sensitive Electrometer (Keithley-617 model was selected) and an
IBM-PC/XT compatible with a CGA graphics card, an arithmetic co-processor, an AD/DA converter
card an an IEEE-488 interface board. A 3-channel strip chart recorder is optional. The hardware
configuration is shown schematically in Figure 15.

The DMR043 software is programmed in Microsoft Quick-Basic V4. This offers good compatibility
with the hardware, good screen control, good computational efficiency and compact executable code.
The program is written specifically for the selected hardware, in order to allow the most efficient use
of the special features provided by the individual hardware components. The flow diagram of the
computational procedures is evident from Figure 16.

7 Conclusions

• New absolute method for control rod group worth measurement is explained and documented.
The idea is to continuously insert the control rod cluster into the core (using normal control rod
drive mechanism), record the neutron signal and evaluate control rod worth from that signal
using additional data usually supplied in the core design. One of the two alternatives proposed
works even for control rod withdrawal.

• The method differs drastically from the previously known approaches and is :

— absolute;

— much faster( only minutes to measure one cluster);

— produces no waste coolant;

— in one of its alternatives even gives two independent measurements at the same time (during
insertion and subsequent withdrawal);

16



— completely automates the computational procedure and gives the end result almost instan-
taneously;

We propose that the patent application is filed in order to protect:

• the algorithm and the software based on that algorithm and/or;

• the entire machine, under the trade name "Rod Insertion Reactivity Computer". To clarify: this
machine is well suited to perform the post - refuelling startup physics tests using all standard
measuring techniques as well as the new "Rod Insertion" methodology.
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Figure 1: "Raw" neutron flux signal, control rod group "C" insertion at 62 steps
min~x insertion speed. KrSko NPP, 1989 startup.

Figure 2: Integral reactivity curve, control rod group "C", calculated from raw
data and uncorrected for background. Kr§ko NPP, 1989 startup.
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Figure 3: Differential reactivity curve, control rod group " C , calculated from raw
data and uncorrected for background. KrSko NPP, 1989 startup.

steps Sndlcoted

Figure 4: Integral reactivity curve, control rod group "C", FFT smoothing with
parabolic filter in frequency space (uncorrected for background).
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SO 120

steps indicated

Figure 5: Differential reactivity curve, control rod group "C", FFT smoothing
with parabolic filter in frequency space. Note the depressions due to
fuel spacer grids. Data uncorrected for background.
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Figure 6: Iterative removal of background. KrSko NPP, 1989 startup.
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steps indicoted

Figure 7: Control rod group "C" integral reactivity curve as measured by "Rod
Insertion". KrSko NPP, 1989 startup. Data uncorrected for radial redis-
tribution.

av
N

20O

steps Indicated

Figure 8: Control rod group "C" differential reactivity curve as measured by "Rod
Insertion". Kriko NPP, 1989 startup. Data uncorrected for radial redis-
tribution.
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Figure 9: Background determination during control rod group "C" worth measure-
ment by the "Rod Insertion" method (KrSko NPP, 1989 startup).
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Figure 10: The effect of assuming an excessive background signal on control rod
group "C" worth estimate by the "Rod Insertion" method (Kriko NPP,
1989 startup).
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Figure 11: Control rod group "C" worth analysis by the "Rod Insertion" method
including background and redistribution corrections (KrSko NPP, 1989
startup).

Irace afler RCC"C bant< withdrawal

IB IS 20 25 30 35 40

Figure 12: Indicated reactivity during restoration of criticality after the "Rod In-
sertion" measurement. Reactivity estimate including the neutron source
is compared against the unconnected estimate.
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Figure 13: Full analysis of the control rod group "C" worth measurement by the

"Rod Insertion" method, including background and redistribution cor-
rections (KrSko NPP, 1989 startup).
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Figure 14: Comparison of the differential curves obtained during control rod
group "C" insertion and subsequent withdrawal by the "Rod Insertion"
method, including background and redistribution corrections (KrSko
NPP, 1989 startup).
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Figure 15: Block diagram representing the digital reactivity meter DMR-043 hard-
ware connections. Symbol (D) represents a digital signal, symbol (V)
represents an analog voltage signal and symbol (I) represents an analog
current signal.
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Program DMB.043

1. Initialize

• EEEE-488 interface,

• AD/DA board,

• screen parameters,

• log file,

• delayed neutron data,

+• 2. Begin calculation cycle

• Read Keithley-617 memory buffer,

• P rogram the Voltage source to provide react ivi ty ana-
log ou tpu t signal,

• Restar t d a t a storage into Keithley m e m o r y buffer,

• Read the tempera ture signal t h rough AD converter,

• O u t p u t the analog tempera ture signal th rough DA con-
verter,

• Perform secondary smoothing of the flux signal,

• Perform tert iary smoothing of the flux s ignal and cal-
culate reactivity,

• Display flux, temperature and reactivity on the screen
in graphical and numerical form,

• Write the data on log file (if required),

• Treat the special options (if required, see the User's
manual),

3. Return to start a new calculation cycle.

Figure 16: Flow diagram of the DMR043 program.
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Preface

The material presented herein is an extension of the work by B.Glumac on the earlier
versions of the Digital Reactivity Meter, DMR-041 and DMR-042, which have been
used at the Krsko NPP during the physics startup tests after reload for a number
of years. The theoretical background is reproduced for the sake of completeness.
Major improvements were made in the numerical methods, the error analysis, in the
use of a powerful new electrometer and IBM-PC oriented software, which utilizes
fully the electrometer special features and the computer graphics capabilities.



Abstract

For the purpose of carrying out the startup physics tests at the nuclear power plant
after reload and as an additional measuring instrument on the research reactor for
educational purposes, a new digital reactivity meter was designed.

The neutron point kinetics equations are presented. A practical expression for
the calculation of reactivity is derived. Procedures for the neutron flux signal pre-
processing are described. Special features of the hardware and the software are
stated. Comprehensive user instructions are included.

The new reactivity meter has been validated on the TRIGA Mark-II reactor and
at the Krsko NPP during physics startup tests after reload. The results prove the
high performance of the reactivity meter in the standard applications according to
the existing procedures as well as in the new "Rod insertion" technique of measuring
the RCC bank worth.
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List of symbols

A neutron removal operator,

c, concentration of neutron precursors for group i of the delayed neutrons,

C, average delayed neutron precursor concentration of group i of delayed
neutrons,

D diffusion constant,

E energy of the neutron,

fr radial redistribution flux correction factor,

F J neutron fission source operator for isotope j ,

Gx auxilliary parameter for determining the flux radial redistribution coef-
ficient during RCC bank X insertion,

h apparent reactivity calculated from a poisoned signal,

H true (constant) reactivity,

fceff multiplication factor,

/ length of RCC bank withdrawn,

L total length of RCC banks,

Po constant coefficient of the polynomial expansion,

p linear coefficient of the polynomial expansion,

P polynomial expansion,

q neutron source,

Q average neutron source,

r position vector,

rd location of the neutron detector,

S neutron flux shape function,

t time,

T neutron flux amplitude function,

Tb background contribution to the measured neutron flux,

Tm measured flux signal,

Tn neutron contribution to the measured neutron flux,



Tp reactor period,

Tq contribution to the measured neutron flux from the neutron source and
other neutron emitting reactions (excluding fission),

U integral of the axial flux distribution near the detector over the full
height of the core,

u integral of the axial flux distribution near the detector over the height
containing RCC banks,

v neutron velocity,

V reactor core volume,

w neutron flux weighting function,

Wd weighting function related to neutron detector sensitivity,

0 average total delayed neutron fraction summed over all delayed neutron
groups,

/?, average delayed neutron fraction of group z of delayed neutrons,

$\ delayed neutron fraction in delayed neutron group i for isotope j ,

7 delayed neutron effectiveness,

e error in the measured reactivity,

A; decay connstant of group i of the delayed neutrons,

A average prompt neutron lifetime,

E a absorption cross section,

£ / fission cross section,

E 5 scattering cross section,

XJ
p prompt neutron fraction for isotipe j ,

p reactivity,

$ neutron flux,



1 Design objectives

In a reactivity meter the neutron flux signal is measured by an electrometer and
processed to display the reactor core reactivity. The main objective was to design
a high quality digital reactivity meter for the purpose of carrying out the startup
physics tests at the nuclear power plant after reload and as an additional measuring
instrument on the research reactor for educational purposes. The new design is
intended to overcome the weaknesses of its predecessors [11, 12], namely

• rigidity (the original reactivity meter DMR-041 has the program stored in the
firmware of its microprocessor),

• data storage (the reactivity meter DMR-041 has no possibility of data storage
on disk for subsequent analysis. All information is printed on a printer and on
strip chart recorders. The reactivity meter DMR-042 is IBM-PC compatible
based and stores data on disk if requested, but has no temperature processing
option),

• data analysis is performed almost exclusively from the x-y plotter and the strip
chart recorders,

• care must be taken to keep the flux signal within the selected range on the
electrometer amplifier,

• the conversion of the analog electrometer amplifier signal to digital requires
very high quality AD-circuit boards which are not readily available.

In addition, the new reactivity meter must provide the following possibilities:

• it must be backward compatible so that the startup physics tests can be per-
formed without procedure modifications,

• improved performance is desirable to record and process the flux signal for the
RCC bank worth measurements by the Rod insertion method [9],

• to store the measured data for subsequent analysis,

• to make use of the monitor for graphical display of the measured data. In
view of the possibility for numerical processing of stored data the strip chart
recorders would only serve as a backup.

The material presented herein indicates that the design objectives have been met
and that the new reactivity meter is a highly accurate and reliable instrument for
reactivity measurements during startup physics tests and similar experiments.



2 Mathematical model

2.1 The point kinetics equations

The time dependent neutron diffusion equation [1] is:

,A,c, + g - - ^ (1)
j v=i

fir
= -£ (1 = 1,2,...,/) (2)

i

where the quantities have the following definitions:

D diffusion constant,

Ea absorption cross section,

£ / fission cross section,

TiS scattering cross section,

XJ
P prompt neutron fraction for isotipe j ,

c, concentration of neutron precursors for group i of the
delayed neutrons,

q neutron source,

A,- decay connstant of group i of the delayed neutrons,

Pi delayed neutron fraction of the delayed neutron group
i for isotope j ,

= /
Jo

Jo

The neutron flux can be expressed by the product of the amplitude T(t) and the
shape S(r, E,t) functions. The amplitude function defines the variation of the total
neutron population with time. The shape function defines the space and energy
distribution of neutrons and is weakly time dependent.

,E,t) (3)

By definition its space and energy integral over the reactor core is unity.

(r,E,t) = l (4)

With the definitions of the average delayed neutron quantities:

pit) = j—: ^ ~ (5)
fdVfdEw Ej {xi(l -P3) + E. Xifi} &S



8(t) = SdVfdEwZjXitiFS
JdVfdEw J2j {xj(l - 0i) + £, *.#} FiS

_ JdVfdEwq
Q{t) ~ fdVf dEw(l/v)S

_
~ f dV f dE w {l/v)S

the pomi kinetics equations are obtained:

=
t'=l

(io)

= | r ( t ) - A,-C,-(0 (.-=1,2,. . . , /) (11)

Analytical integrals exist for Equation (11). Assuming that until time (t = 0) the
reactor has been operated at steady power the delayed neutron precursor concen-
trations are given by:

^e\fT(t)ex't' dt' + ^ 1 (z = i,2,..../) (12)
A L/o A,- J

Integrate by parts, substitute into Equation (10), rearrange and note that ^ t /?,• = /?.
The initial precursor concentrations drop out of the equation. The result is the
following:

-£*e~i"if £«'"'*'dT(t) = p(t)
dt A

Rearranging Equation (13) to express reactivity in terms of the flux signal we obtain:

The above equation forms the theoretical basis for the design of the digital reactivity
meter. Note that on the right-handside the average neutron flux T and its derivative
appear as a ratio, except in the neutron source contribution. For this reason we do
not need to know the neutron flux in absolute terms (the measured signal which is
proportional to the neutron flux can be used, except for the neutron source contri-
bution term, where the ratio of the neutron source signal and the fission neutron
signal are required).

3 Numerical algorithm for reactivity calculation

3.1 Derivation of recurrence relation

We desire to calculate reactivity from a sequence of flux readings Tk at time steps
fit. We seek a recurrence relation to solve Equation (14), which can be rewritten in



the form:

Pk = A ^ -

Ri,k = 7Te / T t e dt (16)
J-k JO

where T' denotes the time derivative of T and the index k on Pk,Tk,T^,Qk, R{tk
imply the instantaneous values of the same quantities at time step tk- It can easily
be shown that at the next time step tk+i the integral Ri,k+i can be expressed in
terms of the value at the previous time step

" 4 A (18)f
tk

where Atfc+i is the time increment over the last time step.
Express the logarithm of the flux in polynomial series. This can be done without

loss of generality for all non-negative functions:

\nT(t) = P{t) (19)

The expressions for Ri,k+i and /,,A+I become:

'*+'fl,-,fe + /,-,fc+i (20)

dt (21)

Truncate the polynomial series expansion after the linear term (this is equivalent to
assuming that the flux dependence is purely exponential).

P(t)mpo + pt (22)

Substitution into Equations (20) and (21) produces the following simple expressions:

1 O
Pk+1 = Ap + 520iRi,k+i - A ^ (23)

(24)

( 2 5 )

The above expression for /t,it+i rn^y cause numerical difficulties in cases when (p +
Xi —> 0). Under such circumstances the series expansion can be used:

lim (" „ _i_ \ . "1

/,-,*+! (p + A,) -> 0= p At [l - ^j-+Atk+l + • • -J (26)

The above formulation differs from the one used previously [11, 12] where the/Huxwas
expanded as a second order polynomial. The advantages of the proposed approach
are



• exclusive dependence on a single parameter (i.e. the exponential coefficient of
the flux p),

• simple final equations,

• the expression is exact in the asymptotic region.

The procedure for determining p is described in section 5.

4 Error analysis

The contribution to the total error is broken down into components which are iden-
tified. The error behaviour is analysed to enable a subsequent error compensation
if necessary.

4.1 Errors in the signal

Reactivity is calculated from the core-average neutron flux signal according to Equa-
tion (14). Multiplying both sides of the equation by T(t) and neglecting the neutron
source contribution we get:

P(t)T(t) = A ^ + ^ . e - ^ / ^ e ^ ' dt' (27)
1 = 1

Suppose we feed into the equation the signal poisoned by some background T{, (see
also section 5.3). Assume that the background is constant and that the measured
neutron contribution is directly proportional to the core average neutron flux T(t).

Tb (28)

The response h(t) to the poisoned signal is given by:

h(t)Tm(t) = A ^ +

Since Tb is assumed constant, the derivatives of T and Tm are the same

^ | - w + m = ̂  (30,

hence the right-handside of equations (27) and (29) are the same. From this it
follows that:

h(t)Tm(t) = p(t)T(t) = p(t)[Tm(t)-Tb) (31)

Keeping the reactor configuration and the temperature constant, the reactivity is
also constant [p(t) = H]. Therefore:

l{t)
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The above expression provides the basis for the background correction described in
section 5.3.

The relative error in reactivity with respect to the measured value is by definition:

Note that the error is time dependent even though the real reactivity of the system
is constant. By substitution into Equation (31) the following simple expression is
obtained:

€ ( 3 4 )

From the above expressions the following conclusions can be drawn:

• the error is always positive what implies an uderestimate of the absolute re-
activity change. For example, if the background is not negligible in the RCC
bank worth measurement by the dilution method, a systematic uderestimate of
the RCC bank worh is incurred,

• the error is inversely proportional to the neutron flux signal. In the asymptotic
range the flux variation is exponential so the error is also exponential. Three
cases are considered:

p > 0 the flux signal increases hence the error decreases exponentially and the
measured reactivity converges to the true value,

p = 0 the flux signal is constant and the reactivity is correctly predicted to be
zero,

p < 0 the flux signal decreases hence the error increases exponentially. Even-
tually, the neutron flux signal gets swamped by the background and the
measured reactivity goes to zero.

4.2 Errors in the data

Each data type must be considered separately.

Prompt neutron lifetime: From Equation (14) we see that any error in the
prompt neutron lifetime causes the same relative error in the prompt neutron con-
tribution to reactivity. In the asymptotic range the reactor period Tv is related to p
by definition:

Tv = \ (35)

and Equation (23) is also valid. Short positive reactor periods are not allowed for
safety reasons and the maximum negative period (from the Inhour equation [1]) at
infinite negative reactivity insertion is:

Tp(p->-oo)=T [--[:] (36)
Therefore any error in the prompt neutron lifetime is insignificant after the initial
transient.
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Delayed neutron fraction: Differentiating Equation (14) with respect to ft for
the delayed neutron group i we obtain:

dp _m_
a f t " ft - (37)

hence the relative error in the contribution of group i to the calculated reactivity is
proportional to the relative error in ft. From this it follows that the contribution
to the total error from individual groups of delayed neutrons is small but the errors
are additive so the calcualted reactivity is particularly sensitive to the errors in the
total delayed neutron fraction.

Delayed neutron decay constants: The delayed neutron decay constants are
obtained by lumping a number of delayed neutron precursors into (usually) six
groups and estimating the average decay constant for each group. Therefore the
values are not exact and "clean"physical quantities. Differentiating Equation (14)
with respect to A, we get:

Assuming asymptotic flux dependence with reactor period Tp we get

dp _ (3iTp ft \ Tp

and the error due to inaccurate decay constants is:

ex = AP = X > A , j £ (4°)
t *

The above equations show that:

1. initally the error due to inaccurate decay constants is zero (i.e. the error is
dominated by other sources),

2. when (A, + 1/Tp > 0) the exponential term decays and the total error converges
to:

3. when (A, + 1/TP —> 0) the derivative with respect to A; remains well behaved
and has the form:

j £ (lim :A, + 1/TP ->• 0) = - A t2 + O(l + \,/Tp)
2 (42)

T

4. while time (t << 1,yT ) the error behaviour is exponential,
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5. when (At- + 1/TP < 0) and point 4 above is true, the time dependent error
term increases exponentially and the constant error term becomes insignificant.
Consider in addition that (A, << Il/Tpl). Under such circumstances it is readily
seen that the error is inversely proportional to the (asymptotic) flux.

The observation stated in point 5 above states that for small negative periods (i.e.
for large negative reactivity insertion) and for the long-lived delayed neutron groups
(i.e. small A,), the error is (approximately) inversely proportional to the neutron
flux, just like in the case of the background contaminating the neutron flux signal.
The significance of this observation is, that under certain conditions the error in the
decay constant can be compensated (see section 5.3) just like the error due to the
background.

5 Applied corrections and performance limitations

The performance of the present version of the digital reactivity meter DMR-043 is
limited by:

1. the speed and the resolution power of the electrometer (hardware limitations),

2. the noise in the measured signal,

3. the spurious background in the signal not caused by fission neutrons,

4. the validity of the point kinetics equations and other assumptions,

5. the accuracy of the delayed neutron data.

5.1 Hardware l imitat ions

The electrometer Keithley-617 is highly accurate but relatively slow device. The
minimum measuring cycle time is about 0.3[s] under normal circumstances [10] (it
may increase up to 1.7[s] when a range change is required). This is perfectly adequate
to meet the design objectives of the reactivity meter. Some problems may arise when
measuring very small currents. In the pA range the preamp settling time is about
2.5[s] to rated accuracy [10]. During this time the readings taken may be incorrect.
Such cases should be avoided if possible. Alternately, long sampling time intervals
should be specified to minimize the errors.

In view of the above, the speed of an IBM-PC/XT compatible computer with an
arithmetic co-processor and the DMR-043 source code compiled with the Microsoft
QuickBasic compiler is adequate. A digital reactivity meter with enhanced capabili-
ties could be designed using a faster electrometer (such as Keithley-236) and a more
powerful computer.

5.2 Signal smooth ing

To improve the stability of the reactivity meter three levels of signal smoothing are
applied.
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Primary smoothing is performed inside the electrometer through the integrator
circuit. Of the 300[ms] required for a reading, 100[ms] are devoted to signal inte-
gration [10]. The rest is required for digitizing and displaying the information. The
primary smoothing stage filters the high frequency noise (> lOHz) from the signal.
It is fixed by the hardware so the user has no control over it.

Secondary smoothing allows further filtering of the signal to remove low fre-
quency oscillations in the signal. It is defined by the signal sampling technique
which makes full use of the Keithley-617 electrometer special features. The key
steps in the signal sampling procedure are the following:

• sample the temperature signal through the AD converter,

• collect flux signal readings at the maximum rate (about 3 readings per second)
over the sampling time interval (defined by the user) and store them in the
internal buffer of the electrometer,

• transfer the data to the computer via the IEEE-488 interface,

• restart data sampling. While new data are being collected, smoothing of the
old data is performed, reactivity is computed and the relevant information is
displayed on screen, strip chart recorder and stored on a log-file if requested.

The total calculation cycle time is the sampling time plus the time required for the
data transfer to the computer (this depends on the number of readings taken during
the sampling time and is estimated to be about 0.1[s] per reading). No time overhead
is caused by data processing, storage and display since these tasks are performed in
paralel while the electrometer is sampling data.

The sampling time must be large enough (> 0.3[s]) so that at least one reading
can be taken. Sampling times larger than 30[s] are not recommended because the
electrometer buffer can only store up to 100 readings.

Data averaging is performed by a linear least squares technique where the slope
B and the intercept A are given by:

A = ^ ^ (43)

C C _ C C
B = xy w y x

C C _ C C

where:

are

Sx

the

=

sxx =

weights,

E w
V^ 2

5i/ =E» a | j
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The weights Wj in this case are all equal to 1. The readings (yj = Tm(j)) are assumed
to be taken at equal time intervals1 dt. Consider that M readings (M > 2) were
taken. The origin of the local time scale is dt(l — 1/M) [s] before the last reading.
This implies that:

1
Xi = V + M ~ j) dt (45)

This ensures a simple average when M = 2 and produces a minimum time delay
when a large number of readings is taken.

The averaged value is the intercept with the ordinate (Tm = A). This is the best
estimate of the true measured signal at time step ijt. On this value the corrections
for background and redistribution are performed according to the methods described
in the next section, to obtain an approximation for core average neutron flux 2V

Tertiary smoothing is related to the algorithm for estimating the coefficient p of
the assumed exponential flux variation, described in section 3. Linear least squares
method defined by Equations (43) and (44) is used. The fitted parameter is the
logarithm of the flux. The local time variable must be stated explicitly since we
can no longer assume constant time increments. The origin of the local time scale
is at the centre of the last time interval. The weights are inversely proportional to
the absolute time difference so that the last two points have equal weights while the
weights of the older points are progressively decreasing.

3 3

= \n{Tk+2-j), (j = l , 2 , . . . iV ) (46)

(47)

(48)
1

With the above definitions the required parameter (p = B) and hence the reactivity
can readily be computed. The intercept (or the average flux value) is not required
for reactivity calculation.

5.3 Background correction

The detector registers neutrons which originate from the fission events (prompt or
emitted by the delayed neutron precursors), from the spontaneous fission, from the
(7, n) reaction and from the neutron source in the core. The detector is usually an
uncompensated ionisation cells, hence at low flux levels the signal is poisoned by the
spurious background current due to other types of radiation. Therefore the mea-
sured signal Tm consists of the contribution from the fission neutrons Tn (excluding
spontaneous fission), the contribution of the neutron source, spontaneous fission and

'The assumption about equal time intervals between readings is not strictly correct, especially
when a range change in the electrometer occurs but better timing control can not be achieved. It
is a good approximation in most cases and is not expected to cause any additional errors.
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(7, n) reactions Tq and the background Tf,. Any leakage current of the ionisation cell
can be lumped with the background contribution Tb and is not considered separately.

Tm = Tn + Tq + Tb (49)

It can be shown that at Krsko the contribution of the neutron source is negligible
and that the spurious signal is primarily due to 7-rays from the fission products in
the core or the activation products in the neighbourhood of the neutron detector.
This signal changes slowly with time and can be accounted for quite accurately. The
methods for estimating individual contributions are described below.

5.3.1 Subcritical multiplication of the source neutrons

Background determination in a shut-down reactor is straightforward, but one must
try to distinguish between the contribution to the measured signal from the neutrons
and from other radiation sources because their effect on the reactivity estimate are
different. While the 7-ray contribution can simply be subtracted from the measured
signal, the neutron contribution must be accounted for in the calculation of reactivity
as the source term Q in Equation (14).

The fission neutron flux T(t) and the source Q are proportional to the fractions
of the measured neutron flux Tn{i) and Tq, respectively. The reactivity contribution
of the neutron source pq to the total reactivity is given by:

=-A • m=~A' s k (50)

We desire to estimate the magnitude of the signal due to the neutron source in
order to estimate its contribution to the total reactivity. This can be achieved
approximately by the following procedure:

• during the approach to criticality register the time of any RCC bank position
changes and monitor the flux and the reactivity,

• when criticality is established, allow the flux level to increase until a reliable
estimate of (positive) reactivity pc can be obtained,

• record the time tc and the flux level Tn(tc),

• if to is the time when critical configuration was established, extrapolate back
to estimate approximately the initial flux level (it is sufficient to deduce the
reactor period Tc from the reactivity pc and perform extrapolation assuming an
exponential flux behaviour)

Tn(t0) = Tn(tc)e-ltc-t°VT< (51)

• the flux level corresponding to the last RCC configuration before criticality
Tn(pb) with reactivity pb can be deduced from the prompt jump approximation

^ ^ (52)= Tn{t0)
P - Pb
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Reactivity pb can be approximated by the design value at that particular RCC
position. Using the design value for A, the signal due to the neutron source can
readily be estimated:

T _ PbTn(pb) . .
L i — ~ ^ *• '

The above procedure involves several approximations (exponential flux extrapola-
tion, prompt jump approximation). Furthermore the neutron flux distribution in a
strongly subcritical system is dominated by the neutron source and can differ con-
siderably from the critical distribution. For this reason the neutron source signal
estimate is not accurate but it is sufficient to determine the neutron signal range
where the neutron source contribution is negligible.

5.3.2 Background determination before startup

Since the 7-rays originate from the decay of fission products and from the activation
products in the vicinity of the detector, their contribution to the measured signal
varies with time. The magnitude of the background depends on:

• the cooling time,

• the loading scheme (low-leakage loading patterns cause higher background be-
cause they require spent fuel to be loaded on the periphery of the core - closer
to the detectors),

• the activation of the detector surroundings. This is expected to increase steadily
during reactor operation lifetime.

A relation for the time dependence based on the empirical formulae for the decay
power at time r [days] after shutdown (Equation 1.5.2 in [1]) could be proposed:

Tb oc r - 0 2 (54)

In practice it is found to be a poor approximation because it is the soft 7-rays which
get absorbed in the core and contribute to the decay power. On the other hand it
is the hard 7-rays which have sufficient penetrating power to reach the detector and
these usually have a much larger decay constant.

5.3.3 Background determination during operation

At low flux levels when the signal is close to the background and the reactor config-
uration and temperature are constant, Equation (31) is valid. From a sequence of
measurements Tm(tk) at time steps i^, the true reactivity H and the background Tb
can be determined by the least squares technique. The validity of Equation (32) is
assumed. For the purpose of applying the least squares technique the equation can
be cast in various forms. For numerical stability considerations the following form
has been selected:

Tm(t) = Tb + ±h(t)Tm(t) (55)
n
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Vk =Tm{tk) A = Tb (56)

xk = h{tk)Tm{tk) # = 77 (57)

The least squares technique defined by Equations (43) and (44) with weights equal to
1 is applied in the usual manner over an arbitrary number of points. The procedure
is quite stable for reactivity determination but to determine the background with
any degree of certainty it is essential that the flux signal is close to the background
signal. For this reason it is desirable to estimate the background while a significant
negative reactivity is inserted and the neutron flux signal is decreasing into the
background. Fortunately these are precisely the conditions at the end of the RCC
worth measurement by the Rod insertion technique.

It was noted in section 4.2 that under certain conditions the error due to the
inaccurate delayed neutron decay constants behaves similarly like the error due to
the background. Such conditions are likely to appear during the RCC bank worth
measurements by the Rod insertion technique. Errors of this kind are automatically
removed by the method described above.

The proposed procedure is based on the assumption that the true reactivity
is constant. The results are therefore sensitive to real reactivity changes such as
caused by temperature variations, particularly at small reactivity values. Special
care is required to ensure constant temperature conditions as much as possible.
Alternately a temperature compensation is desirable in the algorithm.

5.4 Flux redistribution compensation

The neutron flux redistribution during the reactivity measurements affects the re-
sults through the effective changes in the delayed neutron data and through the ratio
of the measured and the true core average neutron flux, which is defined as the flux
redistribution factor.

5.4.1 Effects on the delayed neutron data

According to the definition of the delayed neutron data presented in section 2, these
data are obviously dependent on the neutron flux distribution, which may change
during the measurements, particularly when RCC banks are inserted into the reactor
core. For simplicity, the average delayed neutron data are derived assuming some
average and invariant neutron flux distribution. By inspecting the relative changes
in the delayed neutron data between different core loading cycles [4, 5, 7, 8] we
can expect the flux redistribution effects to cause a few percent differences in the
measured reactivity.

5.4.2 Neutron flux redistribution factor

The total neutron population change in the reactor core, represented by the am-
plitude function T(t) is an integral quantity which can not be measured directly.
The value Tn measured at location r& is related to the amplitude function by the
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following:

Tn(t) = T{t)JdEwd{E)S(rd,E,t) (58)

where wd is the neutron detector sensitivity function. Assuming that the neutron
spectrum does not change with time we readily obtain that the measured signal is
proportional to the amplitude function and the shape function value at the detector
location rd :

Tn(t)<xT(t)S(rd,t) (59)

Neutron detectors used for reactivity measurements usually lie inside the concrete
shield, therefore they can only be reached by the fast neutrons which leak out of the
core and become thermalized in the vicinity of the detector. Thus the assumption
about the constant neutron spectrum is justifiable and hence we can write:

T(t) = CnTn(t)fr(t) (60)

/r(0 = ^

where So = S(rd,to) and St — S(rd,t). Note that rd lies outside the reactor core.
The parameter Cn is the proportionality constant and fr is the flux redistribution
factor. It is given by the ratio of the reference flux distribution at time to and the
current flux distribution.

If the neutron flux distribution was truly invariant, the flux redistribution factor
would be a constant. Unfortunately this is not always a good approximation. Axial
variations can be accounted for by the use of neutron detectors that consist of large
ionisation cells which span the full height of the reactor core. To account for the
radial redistribution effects, we need to estimate fr(t) which requires:

• full 2D kinetic model of neutron transport (the diffusion approximation would
be adequate for the purpose, because we are only interested in the relative
changes of the flux distribution),

• detailed 2D transport calculation to determine the transfer function between the
neutrons in the core and those which actually reach the detector (the diffusion
approximation is inadequate outside the core).

Such calculations would be rather difficult to perform so we introduce the following
assumptions:

• the neutron flux distribution is approximated by the solution of the steady state
diffusion equation for the same geometrical configuration (this is not strictly
true because the delayed and the prompt neutrons are not in equilibrium),

• the flux redistribution factor is proportional to the relative changes in the av-
erage fission density in the fuel assemblies on the periphery of the reactor core.
Effectively this means that the neutron detector only registers the fission neu-
trons, born in the peripheral fuel assemblies, which become thermalized in the
vicinity of the detector.
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The average fission density Ft for geometrical configuration at time t is expressed
as the weighted average of the fission densities Fa^(t) in fuel assemblies (i), using
weights ttfj

_ E< Fa(i)wi
ft — — ^ (62)

Therefore, the flux redistribution factor can be written as

AW = j $ y (63)

5.4.3 Implications of the flux redistribution on reactivity measurements

The effects of the neutron flux redistribution can be demonstrated on the following
examples:

1. Consider a step change in reactivity caused by the insertion of a control rod
which is located close to the periphery of the reactor near the neutron detector.
The flux redistribution will cause a prompt decrease in the measured neutron
flux. Afterwards the neutron flux will decrease as predicted by the point kinet-
ics. The initial dip in the neutron flux is expected to produce an undershoot
in the reactivity, provided the effect is large enough to be measured (note:
similar effects could also result from the numerical methods applied). Similarly,
withdrawal of the same control rod is expected to cause an overshoot in reac-
tivity. The error in successive step changes in reactivity (such as performed by
the RCC bank worth measurements by the dilution/boration method) are min-
imised by slower dilution/boration rates which allow smaller reactivity changes
with longer uperturbed periods. At present the observed effects are small so the
evidence is insufficient to allow a quantitative error estimate and no corrective
action is considered necessary.

2. Consider a similar change in reactivity by insertion of a control rod located
close to the centre of the core. Due to the depression in the centre, a relative
flux increase will result on the core periphery where the neutron detector is
located. This is expected to smooth out the step reactivity change on control rod
insertion and also on withdrawal by similar arguments. For error minimisation
the same comment applies as in the previous case.

3. Consider an RCC bank worth measurement by the Rod Insertion method [9].
From the critical configuration the measured RCC bank is driven from the fully
withdrawn to the fully inserted position. The steady state calculations indicate
that under such circumstances the fission density distribution in the peripheral
fuel assemblies can change by as much as a factor of 2 (see Figure 1). The radial
redistribution compensation provides a correction which is not insignificant.

Assume the reference average fission source distribution in the peripheral ele-
ments at ARO to be FQ and at the measured RCC bank X inserted to be Fx.
Assuming flux dimensional separability, the axially integrated flux signal is:

= Ftji*.{ndi>+FOj?> *,{!>)* (64)

J0
L * z ( i 0 dl>
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where <J>z is the average axial flux distribution, / is the length at time t of the
RCC bank withdrawn (total length is L). Let

f > z { l ' ) d l (65)
Jo

U = u(L) (66)

hence

— ^ | (67)

The expression for the flux redistribution correction factor is easily derived:

The function u(l) could be calculated but as a first approximation assume that
u(l) is proportional to the integral reactivity worth of the measured RCC bank.
A very simple expression is obtained:

^ ( 7 0 >

where Wx is the total integral worth of the measured RCC bank X. The negative
sign before Gx occurs since the actual reactivity is negative while the RCC
bank reactivity worth Wx is positive by definition. Note that with the RCC
bank fully inserted, p(L) = -Wx and the radial redistribution factor reduces
to fr — FQ/FX. In the actual analysis the predicted worth may be taken as
the initial guess for Wx and iterations performed as necessary. The integral
reactivity worth is readily available from the previous flux sampling cycle.

The advantage of the above procedure for the estimation of the radial redistri-
bution correction factor is that it does not require the RCC bank position. The
RCC bank position signal could be brought into the algorithm and an analyt-
ical form of u(l) prescribed but in view of the uncertainties in the analytical
predictions of u(l) and relative insensitivity to the exact shape, little gain would
be expected from the additional effort.

Radial redistribution correction factor of the form described above is valid when
no other forms of reactivity compensation are applied. It would offer no im-
provement during the RCC bank measurements by the dilution method while
it is justified during the Rod insertion measurement.

5.5 Correction of the delayed neutron data

The spectrum of neutrons emitted by the delayed neutron precursors differs from the
fission neutron spectrum, therefore the effectiveness of delayed neutrons in causing
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Figure 1: Fission source density distribution with RCC-A bank in-
serted compared to the ARO configuration.

thermal fission is different. This is compensated by the delayed neutron effectiveness
factor 7. It is applied by multiplying the the sum over the delayed neutron groups
to reactivity by 7. Equation (24) becomes:

= Ap+7
,=1

(71)

The parameter 7 does not cause any drift in the calculated reactivity but scales
its delayed neutron contribution accordingly. It has the same effect as the errors in
the delayed neutron fraction /?, and can be interpreted as such.

The delayed neutron effectiveness is a standard parameter which is supplied by
the core designer together with the delayed neutron data.

6 Reactivity meter components

6.1 DMR-043 hardware

The hardware requirements are:

1. IBM-PC/XT compatible with the CGA graphics card, the Metra-Byte IEEE-
488 interface board (type IE-488) and the Microway AD/DA converter. An
arithmetic co-processor is desirable,

2. Keithley-617 electrometer,

3. 3-pen strip chart recorder (optional).
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The flux signal from the ionisation chambers is measured by the electrometer
within a "sampling cycle". The analog output is connected directly to the chart
recorder. The signal samples are automatically digitized and stored in the electrom-
eter internal buffer at the maximum rate (about 3 per second). At user defined
intervals (minimum cycle sampling time) the contents of the buffer are digitally
transferred to the computer via the IEEE-488 interface and the sampling cycle is
re-initiated. Primary smoothing of the signal is performed by the applied sampling
technique inside the electrometer.

Within each sampling cycle the temperature is sampled from the power plant
amplified analog temperature signal.

Secondary smoothing is performed on the flux signal samples collected during a
cycle. From the data collected over several sampling cycles, tertiary smoothing is
performed and reactivity is calculated.

The flux signal, temperature and reactivity are displayed graphically and numer-
ically on the screen and stored on the log-file if required. The temperature signal
is processed and an analog signal is sent to the chart recorder through the DA con-
verter. The analog output reactivity signal for the chart recorder is obtained by
programming the Keithley-617 voltage source. This is done in each cycle at the mo-
ment when the sampling cycle is re-initiated. A schematic diagram of the hardware
connections is displayed in Figure 2

6.2 DMR-043 software

The software consists of the main program DMR043 and optional auxilliary programs.

Main program DMR043 The functions of the main program DMR043 are to
sample the flux and temperature signals, perform smoothing, calculate reactivity,
display results on screen in graphical and numerical form, log the data on a disk
file and prepare analog output for strip chart recorders. The special options allow
some parameters to be changed and comments for the log file to be entered without
interrupting the data processing. In addition, the data on screen can be analysed by
applying some least squares procedures to the flux and the calculated reactivity. The
data analysis option is very convenient for extracting the isothermal temperature
coefficient, the reactor period, the average reactivity and the reactivity drift. The
data are stored in buffers internally in a cyclic manner and the user can specify the
range of data for analysis from the stored data.

The program can read the log files which have been written previously. In effect
the flux and the temperature data are read from the log file rather than from the
measuring instruments. This allows a playback and re-analysis of any recorded
measurement at any time.

The program flow diagram is very simple and is evident from Figure 3.

Auxilliary programs Auxilliary programs are optional. They are provided for
handling and formatting the data files. A very useful auxilliary program is FLX043
which is a reduced version of the main program. Its sole function is to read the flux
and the temperature signal and write the log file which can later be processed by
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Figure 2: Block diagram representing the digital reactivity meter
DMR-043 hardware connections. Symbol (D) represents a
digital signal, symbol (V) represents an analog voltage sig-
nal and symbol (/) represents an analog current signal.
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Program DMR043

1. Initialize

• IEEE-488 interface,

• AD/DA board,

• screen parameters,

• log file,

• delayed neutron data,

2. Begin calculation cycle

• Read Keithley-617 memory buffer,

• Program the Voltage source to provide reactivity
analog output signal,

• Restart data storage into Keithley memory buffer,

• Read the temperature signal through AD con-
verter,

• Output the analog temperature signal through DA
converter,

• Perform secondary smoothing of the flux signal,

• Perform tertiary smoothing of the flux signal and
calculate reactivity,

• Display flux, temperature and reactivity on the
screen in graphical and numerical form,

• Write the data on log file (if required),

• Treat the special options (if required, see the
User's manual, Part-B of this document),

3. Return to start a new calculation cycle.

Figure 3: Flow diagram of the DMR043 program.
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the main program. In this way the data can be sampled and stored at the maximum
rate permissible by the electrometer.

Other auxilliary programs are used for handling the results to provide draft and
report quality graphs.
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Revision 0 of October 1989: original document.

Revision 1 of December 1990: includes some corrections and clarificationsin
the text. No essentially new features were added.

Revision 2 of July 1992: Reactivity meter log-file format has been changed in
the sense that the logged neutron flux signal no longer includes the corrections due
to background and redistribution.

The reactivity meter software has been extended to include the possibility of de-
termining the neutron source strength during a step reactivity change in a subcritical
reactor.
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1 Introduction

The complete report describing the digital reactivity meter DMR-043 consists of
three parts:

A Theory and Methods

B Users Manual

C Validation

The Users Manual contained in this document gives a detailed description of the
hardware constituents, instructions for assembling these constituents and instruc-
tions for running the software.

The hardware constituents can be divided into the essential components of the re-
activity meter and the optional items which can be substituted by similar equipment,
according to the requirements of the user, or else they can be omitted altogether.

The software consists of the main program DMR043 and a library of auxilliary
programs and routines to provide additional tools for data analysis, handling, display
and presentation.

2 DMR-043 Hardware constituents

2.1 IBM-PC compatible computer

The minimum requirement for the basic processor is an IBM-PC/XT compatible
computer, running under DOS versions 3.1 or higher, with 640 K-bytes of RAM. In
addition, the following electronic boards are essential:

1. MetraByte IE488 board to provide the IEEE-488 interface,

2. Microway 6910 AD/DA converter board,

3. CGA (or EGA) graphics adapter.

The above items may not be substituted by similar ones, since the software is
hardware-dependent.

For the convenience of the user it is desirable to have a hard disk installed in
addition to a floppy disk drive, a color monitor and an 8087 co-processor.

2.2 Keithley 617 electrometer

The Keithley 617 electrometer provides the main measuring unit of the system. The
software utilizes heavily its special features (IEEE-488 interface and programmabil-
ity, autoranging and an internal buffer for data storage).



2.3 Connection cables

The following items are required:

1. BNC to Triax coaxial cable,

2. BNC T-junction for summing the flux signal,

3. BNC I-junction, to be added on the T-junction above,

4. BNC I-junction, joining the leads of the temperature signal,

5. IEEE-488 to Canon D25 connection cable,

6. Canon D25 to BNC and dual banana cable,

7. Cable for connecting the keyboard to the computer,

8. Cable for connecting the monitor to the computer,

9. Mains supply cable to the computer,

10. Mains supply cable to the monitor,

11. Mains supply cable to the electrometer,

12. Mains supply cable to the strip chart recorder (optional),

13. Mains supply cable to the printer (optional),

14. Mains supply cable to the high voltage supply (optional),

15. Dual banana to banana cable for connecting the flux signal to the recorder
(optional),

16. Dual banana to banana cable for connecting the reactivity signal to the recorder
(optional),

17. Cable for connecting the printer to the PC (optional),

18. High voltage supply cable to ionisation chambers (optional).

2.4 Optional i tems

The following items are not essential for running the Digital Reactivity Meter DMR-
043 but they are highly recommended:

1. three-pen (or two two-pen) strip chart recorders (such as ABB Goertz SE-120),

2. printer (such as Epson LX-80),

3. external high voltage supply for the ionisation chambers (such as Keithley-246).

The first two items provide means for hardcopy archival of experimental information
while an external high voltage supply reduces the noise and spurious signals in the
neutron flux signal and thus improves the quality of the measurements.



3 Prerequisites

The following signal carrying cables are assumed to be available:

• Temperature signal cable fitted with a male BNC connector (at the Krsko NPP
the signal is taken from a special connection in the NIELCAOIAOI rack),

• Two cables carrying current signals from the ionization chambers which measure
the neutron flux, fitted with male BNC connectors. (At the Krsko NPP the flux
signals of the Power range channels from racks N41 A and N41 B are taken).

Access to the cables supplying high voltage to the ionisation chambers is required
when an external high voltage supply is used.

It is assumed that the ionization chambers are positioned such that they are
sensitive to neutron flux along the full length of the core, that they produce current
directly proportional to the neutron flux in the range (200p.A to ImA) and that they
are connected to the high voltage source.

To execute the DMR-043 program, the data file with the current cycle design
data (particularly the delayed neutron data) must be available. Description of the
file format and an example are given in Appendix A.2.

4 Instrumentation wireing instructions

The signal carrying cables assumed in section 3 and the equipment listed in section
2 are connected by items listed in section 2.3 in the following manner:

1. connect the keyboard and the monitor to the computer (item 7,8),

2. connect the two cables carrying the flux signals to the BNC T-junction (item 2),
add the BNC I-junction (item 3) to the bottom leg of the BNC T-junction, then
add the BNC end of the cable (item 1) and connect the Triax end of this cable
to the Keithley-617 input receptacle,

3. connect the IEEE-488 connector of the cable (item 5) to the Keithley electrome-
ter, and the other end with the Canon D25 connector to the IEEE-488 interface
circuit board in the computer,

4. join the cable carrying the temperature signal, through the I junction (item 4)
to the BNC connector of the cable (item 6). Connect the Canon D25 connec-
tor of this cable to the AD/DA circuit board in the computer. Connect the
banana-connectors of the cable to the strip chart recorder to log the tempera-
ture (optional) or else, make sure to insulate the output to avoid a short-circuit.

5. connect the banana connectors of the cable (item 15) to the Keithley-617 analog
output and the other end to the Strip chart recorder input to log the flux signal,

6. connect the banana connectors of the cable (item 16) to the Keithley-617 Volt-
age source output and the other end to the Strip chart recorder input to log the
reactivity signal,



7. set the range on the strip chart recorder to IV for the flux signal, to 5V for the
temperature signal and to lOV for the reactivity signal.

8. connect the high voltage supply to the cables supplying high voltage to the
ionisation chambers using (iteml8),

9. plug all units to the mains (computer, monitor, electrometer) using items 9,10,11;
connect also the optional units (strip chart recorder, printer, high voltage sup-
ply) to the mains using items 12,1314,

10. switch on the power to all units.
Note: after switching on the POWER on the high voltage supply, allow 1 minute
warmup time before switching on the OUTPUT.

After all the instruments are switched on, the measurements may begin. It is rec-
ommended however, to allow the instruments to warm up (about two hours).

5 Instructions for running the DMR-043 program

1. Assemble the reactivity meter as described in the previous section and turn on
the power.

2. After the system is booted, activate the GRAPHICS program (or equivalent, such
as HGRI for CGA graphics and PIZZAZ for EGA graphics) to allow graphics
printout on paper.

3. Go to the directory assigned for the tests and copy the files from the DMR-043
master floppy, prepared for the current cycle.

4. Calibrate the recorder (if applicable).

5. Execute the DMR-043 program by answering the questions, as described in the
following section,

6 DMR-043 input instructions

There are two kinds of input data to the DMR-043 program. The initialization
data are requested interactively when the program is activated. Every effort has
been made for user-friendly appearance, with default options provided whenever
possible. Some data may be entered through the Special options which are normally
executed while the program is running. The special options have on-line help. The
details are discussed later.

6.1 Initialization da ta

Program banner: appears on the screen after the program is activated (see Fig-
ure 2 in Appendix A.I). The commands are expected in block capitals. To avoid
difficulties, a reminder is printed below the program banner to press the "Caps.
Lock" key.



Signal conditioning data: the minimum sampling cycle time is the minimum
time allowed for sampling the flux signal and storing the measured data into the
Keithley electrometer data buffer. The total cycle time includes in addition the
time required to read the data from the buffer so it is about 40% longer than the
minimum sampling cycle time. The recommended value is 1.43[s] what allows about
6 readings to be taken. This is thought to be sufficient in most cases for the secondary
smoothing of the flux signal (see the details on the smoothing procedures in Part A).

The number of points for smoothing is the number of points considered in the
tertiary smoothing stage when the exponential coefficient of the flux signal is deter-
mined. Under normal circumstances a value of 5 (the default value) is sufficient.

Background in the neutron flux signal frequently introduces errors in the mea-
surements which are unacceptable (particularly after short shutdown periods and
with low-leakage cores which produce high levels of gamma radiation close to the
neutron detectors). The background can be determined from the signal measure-
ment before criticality or from the background estimator during the measurements
(to be described later).

The background signal is not constant with time. Its time variation can be taken
into account, assuming an exponential behaviour, by specifying a decay constant.

If the neutron source strength is known, it can be taken into account explicitly.
Alternately, the source strength can be determined by the background estimator
automatically (to be described later).

The neutron flux form factor is a correction factor which takes into account the
redistribution effects during the Control Rod Worth measurements by the "Rod
Insertion Method". In all other cases it should be set to zero.

The appearance of the screen for entering the signal conditioning data is dis-
played in Figure 3 in Appendix A.I.

Flux and Temperature signal source: The flux and the temperature data can
either be read from a Log file recorded on some previous run or they can be taken
as the actual readings, transferred to the program through the IEEE-488 interface
and the AD/DA converter (this is the default option).

The option of reading the data from a file is selected by typing the "F" key. The
default file name is *.DAT. Since the name contains the (*) character, the current
directory of files with the extension DAT is displayed (Warning: if there are no files
on the default directory with requested specifications, this causes program failure).
A filename must be entered. If the filename contains the (*) character, the directory
of files is again displayed. If an explicit filename is entered, the first record of the
file is displayed. To accept the file, type [RETURN], otherwise enter a new filename
(which may contain the (*) character) and the procedure of file selection is repeated.
The appearance of the screen is displayed in Figure 4 in Appendix A.I.

WARNING: Entering a non-existent file name causes program failure.

DMR constants initialisation: The name of the file which contains the design
delayed neutron data must be entered. The delayed neiitron data which are read



from the file are displayed on the screen.

WARNING: Entering a non-existent file name causes program failure.

The filename for logging data must also be specified. If the file already exists
and is longer than 128 bytes, the first record of the file is displayed. The user can
choose to append it, overwrite it or open a new file.

The appearance of the screen is displayed in Figure 5 in Appendix A.I.

Screen display and recorder set t ings: the default settings are displayed. They
may be changed by responding with the "Y" key and each value may be altered in
turn (by typing [RETURN] the old value is retained). In selecting the values the
following must be considered:

• The time window width is the time interval [s] displayed on the screen. Due
to the cyclic storage of the data in the buffers, the last 300 points (or less) are
stored. When the buffer is full or when 75% of the time window is used, the
oldest points begin to be erased. To display data over a longer period of time,
the minimum sampling cycle time must be increased in addition to widening
the time window.

Alternately, the deletion of the old points can be suppressed by the Special
option D but the screen must then be cleared manually by selecting the Special
options S or T.

The time window width can be changed during program execution by the special
option $W which also causes the screen to be refreshed and the cyclic storage
index reset to 1 (i.e.: old data are lost).

• The total reactivity range is the maximum reactivity span to be displayed on
the screen and on the strip chart recorder. The value may be changed during
program execution by the Special option $R.

• The reactivity zero offset is the position of zero reactivity on the total range
(eg. to display the range from -20 to -40 pcm the total reactivity range is 20
pcm and the zero offset is 40 pcm). The value may be changed during program
execution by the Special option $O.

• Temperature at zero volts signal is determined by the installation. At Krsko it
is 277°C.

• Temperature at ten volts signal is determined by the installation. At Krsko it
is 332°C.

• The Lower and the Upper displayed temperatures define the temperature range
displayed on the screen and on the recorder. They may be changed during
program execution by selecting the special options $T and $U, respectively.

The flux signal on screen is displayed by decades. When the flux signal increases
above 10 or falls below 0.85 within the current decade, the flux range on the screen
is automatically adjusted. The scale of the flux signal on the recorder is taken



directly from the electrometer analog output, so the range change is governed by
the electrometer. It is not the same as on the strip chart recorder.

The appearance of the screen is displayed in Figure 6 in Appendix A.I.

6.2 Special options

During each sampling cycle the program checks for any Special Options keys which
are the following

A to analyse the data on screen,

B to estimate the background/source at constant reactivity,

D to suppress the deletion of old points on screen,

E to terminate data logging on file,

F to initiate data logging on file

H for on-line help on special options,

L for quick listing of existing log-files,

P to pause the program,

Q to quit the program

R to rewind the input log-file which is being analysed,

S to display p vs. time and to reset the screen,

T to display p vs. temperature and to reset the screen,

X to enter text or to redefine some parameters,

$ to redefine some numeric parameters.

The list of the Special Options keys is displayed on the bottom line of the screen
without interrupting the program by typing the "H" key which invokes the Special
Option H. While the list of special options is displayed, additional help can be
obtained on any of them by typing the appropriate key. To exit the Special option
H, type "H" or [RETURN].

6.2.1 Special option A

This is the option to analyse data. Consider the WARNING that during data
analysis, data sampling can not be continued.



6.2.2 Special option B

The 7 background in the neutron signal or the neutron source strength can be
determined automatically during measurements. The algorithm uses a recurrence
formula. It is implicit in the method that the "true" reactivity is constant while a
drift may be observed in the measured reactivity due to background or the neutron
source.

The neutron source strength is usually determined in a subcritical reactor by
making a positive step reactivity change such that the final state is still subcriti-
cal. The reactivity meter software recognises this option through a negative second
derivative of the neutron flux. It is recommended that this option is activated a
few seconds after the transient. Best results are obtained when the reactor is not
too far from criticality. Neutron source estimator is recognised by the Q/R label
on the lower part of the graphic display window on the screen. Numeric values of
the neutron source strength and the corrected reactivity are given. Alternately, the
neutron source can be entered during reactivity meter initialisation or on-line using
special option $Q.

The 7 background contribution to the neutron signal is usually determined after
a negative reactivity insertion starting from a critical core. Best results are obtained
when the measured signal is small (comparable to the background). The reactivity
meter software recognises this option through a positive second derivative of the
neutron flux. Background estimator is recognised by the B/R label on the lower part
of the graphic display window on the screen. Numeric values of the background
and the corrected reactivity are given. Alternately, the background can be entered
during reactivity meter initialisation or on-line using special option $B.

6.2.3 Special option D

This option is used to suppress the deletion of the old data. It is useful when we
wish to retain on screen a measurement trace which would exceed the storage buffer.
The option is reset automatically after manually clearing the screen using Special
option S.

6.2.4 Special option E

This option terminates data logging on file (see paragraph on DMR constants ini-
tialization in section 6.1). A message is displayed in the bottom left corner of the
screen. A beep sound warning is issued if data logging is not active).

6.2.5 Special option F

This option enables datalogging on file (see paragraph on DMR constants initializa-
tion in section 6.1). A message is displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.
A beep sound warning is issued if data logging is already active.

Datalogging may be interrupted using the Special option E and re-initiated later
with the Special option F. The data are appended to the existing file with a blank
record in between which is interpreted as an "End of section" on playback of the log
file.



6.2.6 Special option H

This is the Help option. Its function is described at the beginning of this section.

6.2.7 Special option L

This option is useful for quick listing of the log file which is being analysed. On
playback, speed can be gained by setting the sampling cycle time to zero (using
the special option $S). In addition, data display can be considerably speeded up by
skipping the display of the current values of parameters (the message QUICK LIST
appears on the bottom line of the display) and partially by skipping the reactivity
calculation (the value from the log-file is displayed). Any messages that are encoun-
tered on the log-file are nevertheless displayed.

NOTE: if Help is requested while Quick-list is active it may be difficult to exit the
Quick-list. Type H followed by L.

6.2.8 Special option P

This option stalls the program. It is not recommended for use when the data are
read through the electrometer while it may be very useful when reading data from a
Log file to allow the data to be examined more closely at a certain point. Program
execution resumes on pressing any key.

6.2.9 Special option Q

This option is used to quit the program. Before the program is actually terminated
the user is asked to re-confirm his decision.

6.2.10 Special option R

This option rewinds the data file which is currently under consideration to allow
re-analysis of the data. It is available only in the Playback mode.

6.2.11 Special option S

This option is used to reset the screen to display reactivity versus time.

6.2.12 Special option T

This option is used to reset the screen to display reactivity versus temperature.

6.2.13 Special option X

This option is intended for entering comments on the Log-file. The comment is any
sequence of ASCII characters entered from the keyboard followed by the [RETURN]
key. The delete key (sometimes marked [<—] on the keyboard) may be used for
removing incorrectly entered characters. The string is accepted and written on the
Log file after the [RETURN] key is pressed.
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If the comment string begins with the dollar sign, this is an indication that a
numeric constant in the program is to be redefined. The subsequent string processing
is the same as in the special option $.

6.2.14 Special option $

This option is a shorthand notation for the special option X where the comment
starts with the dollar sign. The next character identifies the constant to be redefined.
It is followed by a numeric value which is accepted when the RETURN key is pressed.
The whole string is also logged as comment. Currently the following options are
available:

$Bn sets the flux signal background current [A]. Note that a large reac-
tivity change may result because the algorithm can not distinguish
the background signal change from the true flux signal variations.
The reactivity approaches the true value asymptotically.

$F« sets the neutron flux form factor for control rod worth analysis by
the Rod Insertion Method.

$Ln defines the background decay constant (units s"1). The value must
be entered with a negative sign, unless the actual background is
expected to increase.

$Mn in the on-line measuring mode redefines the number of tempera-
ture signal samples which are averaged, to determine the temper-
ature (default M=l);
in the playback mode, sets the number of points for secondary
smoothing of data read from a file to n (i.e.: M points are read
from a file and averaged before further processing).

WARNING: the entered value must be greater or equal to 1. No
internal checking is done.

$Nn sets the number of points for tertiary smoothing of data to n. (see
paragraph on Signal conditioning data in section 6.1).

WARNING: entering values outside the valid range (2 - 10) may
cause unpredictable results. No internal checking is done.

$On redefines the zero offset of the displayed reactivity to n.

WARNING: The Special option A to analyse data works in screen
coordinates and can not keep a record of any range changes. For
this reason the option for data analysis can not be used on any
data prior to the last change in the screen display settings.

$Qn redefines the source strength to n[i4s-1].

$Rn redefines the range of displayed reactivity to n.

WARNING: the same comment applies as for the ($0) option.
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$Sn sets the minimum sampling cycle time to n.

WARNING: when sampling data from the electrometer it is rec-
ommended to select a large enough walue (about 0.36 [s]) so that
at least one measurement can be stored in the buffer. The number
of measurements taken during the cycle is displayed in the top left
corner of the screen designated by M. The value may be set to
zero when scanning data from a log file.

A significant increase in the sampling cycle time during program
execution may cause the graphic display of data on screen to over-
lap with the old values. In this case the screen can be cleared
manually using the Special option S or T.

The number of points stored in the buffer is internally limited
so that the data points fill about 80% of the screen. The upper
limit is 300. Once the first screen of data is filled, the number of
points stored in the data is fixed and can not be increased even by
reducing the minimum sampling cycle time.

$Tn redefines the lower limit of the displayed temperature to n.

WARNING: the same comment applies as for the ($0) option.

$Un redefines the lower limit of the displayed temperature to n.

WARNING: the same comment applies as for the ($0) option.

$Wn redefines the time window width on the display to n seconds. The
screen is cleared and the cyclic storage buffer index is reset.

7 Screen description

The screen is divided into the graphic window in the top part of the screen and
into the numeric window below (see Figure 1). The first line of the numeric win-
dow describes the parameters which are being displayed Time (in HH:MM:SS format),
Temperature [°C], the magnitude of the measured current which is proportional to
the neutron flux [A] and the calculated Reactivity \pcm] (denoted Rho). The High
and the Lo values are the upper and the lower bounds on the graphical display. Nor-
mally, temperature and reactivity appear on the ordinate and time on the abscisa.
Such configuration is is identified by the label Time on the bottom-right corner of
the graphical window. Using the special option T the graphical window can be
changed to display reactivity versus Temperature. This configuration is identified
by the label Temp, on the bottom-right corner of the graphical window.

The results of the background estimator (special option B) and comments are
displayed centrally, close to the bottom line of the graphical window.

On the bottom-left corner of the graphical window a black square and the label
NoLog are found. When data logging is enabled (Special option F), the square
becomes red and the label is changed to Log. Previous condition is restored when
data logging is disabled.
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When data are entered from the electrometer, data transfer errors through the
IEEE-488 bus occasionally occur. The total error count and the error flag are
displayed on the top-left corner of the graphical window (denoted by E).

The number of points collected by the electrometer during one sampling cycle
(for secondary smoothing) is also displayed on the top-left corner of the graphical
window, denoted by M.

The following signal processing parameters (if any) and the labels which identify
them are displayed in the top-right corner of the graphical window:

B background value [A],

Q neutron source strength [./Is"1],

F neutron flux form factor for control rod worth analysis by the Rod Insertion
Method.

In the graphical display window the neutron flux trace is shown in white, the
temperature in red and the reactivity in blue. The line of zero reactivity is also
drawn (when applicable).

-&.

F-3.2QE-05

il:IS:5fl
_ll: 4:59

. 2

urgent 11:12:58

5.
9 .

"=^—150.0
+9-1009.0

Figure 1: An example of screen display.
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Appendix

A.I Examples of the screen display on data input

Connands r-ê ui i x»«s BLOCK CAPS .

Please press CAPS LOCK
T * V* -to continue

Figure 2: DMR-043 banner which appears after the program is activated

DHK-043

SIGNAL CONDITIONING HATA:

Hh». sampling cycle tit* (Default 1.43 s)

Hunter of points for smoothing (2 to IB)

Background current (ft]

Background decay constant Is—11

Neutron source strength lft.s-13

Flux fom factor

Figure 3: Signal conditioning data entry.
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W1R-843

FLUX AND TEMPERATURE SIGNALS SOURCE:

Fron IEEE-488 interface = Return
Fro* an existing Log file = F

C:SKRSK0\CY8
DESIGN .DAT
A58 .DAT
INSRTD .DAT

IHSRTB .DAT
A158 .DAT
INSRTC .DAT

ARI .DAT
D75C28B .DAT
IKSRTA .DAT

ARI1 .DAT
D2SC158 .DAT
DMB843 .DAT

794624 Bytes free

Flux-Log file nawe - Default: «.DAT - INSRTC.DAT

The f i r s t record of the f i l e i s :
11: 4:SB8.2773 298.9 4.4384E-7 8.8WSERT-C
To change, enter new filenane (or wildcards):

Figure 4: Flux and temperature signal source entry.

DNR-043

DMR COMSTAHTS IMITIALISATION

Core Design data file nane - Default:

KRSKO CVCLE-8 STARTUP OCTOBER 1989
Beta LanMa

8.8B6183 B.812688
8.881271 8.838888
8.881152 0.1173B8
8.882363 8.314788
8.888819 1.255888
8.B88288 3.3S6788

Prompt neutron lifetime : 1.235E-85
Delated neutron iMportance*. 8.978

DESIGN.DAT -

Filen»ie for logging data - Default: DNR843.DAT -

Figure 5: DMR-043 constants initialization data entry.
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W1R-843

SCREEN DISPLAY AND RECORDER SETTINGS:

Tine window uidth
Total r e a c t i v i t y range
Reactivity zero offset
Tenp. at B W] signal
Tenp. at 18 tUl signal
Lower displayed tenp.
Upper displayed tenp.

Change settings (V=Ves)

[si
[pcHl
(pen!

Ideg.C)
Cdeg.Cl
[deg.Cl
Ideg.C]

986
188
58
277
332
285
295

Figure 6: Screen display and recorder settings data entry.
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A.2 Design data file contents and format

The first record of the design d a t a file contains a character string for plant iden-
tification and cycle number. D a t a sets of different design parameters then follow.
Each begins with a header card and terminates with a blank line. T h e header card
must s ta r t with a unique, strictly defined keyword (10 characters) . T h e d a t a are
formatted in 10-character columns. The precise format depends on the d a t a type.
T h e following d a t a types are accepted:

DELYD keyword implies the delayed neutron da ta . Six records contain-
ing 6-group delayed neutron fraction (Col. 11-20) and decay con-
s t an t [s-l] (Col. 21-30) then follow. The 7-th record contains the
prompt neutron lifetime [s] and the delayed neutron impor tance
factor (Col. 21-30). All other par ts of the records are ignored and
may be used as comments.

TREF keyword specifies the reference coolant t empera tu re a t HZP [°C]
on Col. 11-20 of the header card.

CBOR keyword specifies a table of boron coefficients [pcm/ppm] and tem-
pera ture coefficients [pan/0C] as a function of boron concentrat ion
[pprn]. Boron concentration is specified in Col. 11-20, boron co-
efficient in Col. 21-30 and moderator t empera ture coefficient in
Col. 31-40. The number of records may vary ( the d a t a set is
terminated by a blank line). Normally, boron concentrat ions at
which the boron endpoints are measured are specified.

RCCWI keyword specifies the control rod worth cahies in boron equivalent
[ppm] and in reactivity [pcm]. A negative value for control rod
worth in \pcin] is expected. The control rod configuration is speci-
fied in Col. 11-20 as a character sting, left-justified. T h e following
designations are standardised:

AR0 for "All rods ou t" configuration,

IN_XYZ... for rods X, Y, Z . . . inserted.

An example of the design d a t a file is shown in Figure 7
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KRSKO CYCLE-8 STARTUP OCTOBER 1989

TREF
CBOR

RCCWI

DELYD

291.72
ppm
1997

1883

1867

1861

1815

1673

config.RCC

ARO
IN_D

IN_C

IN_B

IN_A

IN_S

beta(i)

0.000183
0.001271

0.001152

0.002363

0.000819

0.000280

12.35E-6

Reference coolant temperature at HZP [deg.C.
pcm/ppm

-6.48

-6.56

-6.54

-6.54

-6.54

-6.63

ppm
1997

1861

1867

1883

1815

1673

larabda(i)

0.0126

0.0308

0.1173

0.3147

1.2558

3.3567

0.97

pcm/C (Boron&Isoth.coef.vs,CB]

-11.73

-14.67

-15.08

-15.23

-16.43

-20.17

pcm (Integral RCC worth)

0
-884

-842

-743

-1178

-2109

6-delayed group data

prompt n.life.[s] ft delyd.n.importn

Figure 7: An example of a design data file format and contents
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A.3 DMR-043 log file format

During each signal processing cycle a record with the following data is written when
data logging is enabled:

Column
1 - 8
9- 14

15- 21
22-32
33-40
41 - 80

Description
current time (format hh:mm:ss)
time increment from last reading
temperature [°C]
flux signal (usually the current in
reactivity \pcm]
comment (optional text)

w
units [A]
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A.4 Useful h in t s

Before carrying out the experiments, pay attention to the items which are listed
below:

1. After the DMR is connected and the computer started, run the GRAPHICS print-
screen program (or equivalent, such as HGRI).

2. Calibrate the strip chart recorder (you may use the CALREC program from the
library of auxilliary software).

3. Make sure to enable data logging (special option F) before each measurement.

4. Very often the background signal is not negligible. It can be determined from
the measurements before criticality or from the background estimator (special
option B) at a low flux level, preferably with a negative inserted reactivity. The
background can be entered during DMR-043 startup, by using the special option
$B or by accepting the value determined by the background estimator.

5. Default reactivity range for display is 100 [pcm] and a zero offset of 50 [pern]
to yield a range of ±50[pcm]. For Control Rod Worth measurements it is
recommended to define the range of 40[pcm] with an offset of 20[pcm] for better
resolution on the strip chart trace from the recorder.
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A.5 List of programs and their function

DMR043 Main Digital Reactivity Meter p rogram.

DMRFLX A u x i l i a r y program for fast sampling and s torage of the neu t ron
flux signal.

DMRDIL Program for analysing the Control Rod Worth Measurement data

log file by the Dilution/Boration Method.

DMRDAT Utility program for extract ing da t a logged by the D M R software.

CALREC Utility program for calibrating the recorder using the Keithley-617
electrometer.

VFY617 Utility program for carrying out the performance verification of the
Keithley-617 electrometer using Keithley-262 Ca l ib ra to r /Source .

BOREND Program for logging and analysing boron concentrat ion d a t a and

borond endpoint measurements.

BORDIL Computerised borat ion/di lut ion tables.

INHOUR Reactivity calculator giving the relation between the flux level
change, reactor period, doubling t ime and reactivity.

DATDIL Utility d a t a handling program for extract ing the results from the
DMRDIL program and converting them into two-column format (po-
sition vs. rod wor th) for intercomparison purposes .

DATSCL Utility d a t a handling program performing various operat ions on a
two-column d a t a files.

DATSMO Utility program for data smoothing by the Fourier Transform
Method.

DATPLT Simple utility program for graphical data intercomparison.
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